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Insert detailed description of products and services here. If more than
one product (resource) or service is included, list each product (resource) here.

Boddle is an engaging K6 educational platform designed to bolster student skills in math and English Language Arts
(ELA). It offers a personalized learning experience, pinpointing and reinforcing areas where students need the most
support. The platform utilizes data analytics to grant teachers valuable insights and is in aligned to the New York State
Math Next Generation Learning Standards.

Comprised of an interactive game for students, Boddle adapts to each child's learning level, ensuring a tailored
educational journey. The teacher portal is a robust tool for educators to administer practice, assessments, and
examine comprehensive automated reports.

The platform has two versions for its gamebased learning environment: a complimentary version, featuring complete
K6 math and ELA curriculum integrated with gameplay, and a premium version that includes all the benefits of the
free version plus additional ingame incentives to further engage students. Both schools and parents can choose
between these versions, with the flexibility to upgrade to the premium offering at any time.

Required data fields include:
Student school enrollment
Student grade level
Parent email
Parent/Guardian Boddle ID (if a parent account is created and linked)
Parent/Guardian First and Last name (if a parent account is created and linked)
Teacher first and last name
Teacher email
Boddle assigned student ID number
Student app username
Student app password
Student first name
Student last initial
Student inapp performance data
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All transcript data is related to ingame performance
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